
Dell EMC Services
Driving the rapid adoption and optimization of your digital technologies



2 3 Since the late 1950s, there have been three universal and perpetual motivations for “bringing in the experts.” Three questions that drive the need for services…

Digital technology is a pervasive trend
In their annual predictions, IDC says: “…we will see enterprises “flip 

the switch,” committing to a massive new scale of digital transfor-

mation…to stake out leadership positions in the “digital transforma-

tion economy” 1

Clearly, to solve, to serve, to compete, every business on the planet 

has to consider “going digital” using sensors, IoT, big data, cloud, 

applications, analytics, mobility, etc. 

It’s about taking your customers, students, employees, patients, or 

constituents on an accelerated journey to their automated, grab-n-

go, easy-to-use and always secure happy place…every day.

That’s precisely what Dell EMC Services do: drive the rapid adoption 

and optimization of your digital technologies and the business-critical 

systems that support them. In fact, we’ve gone digital ourselves  

to get you there.

Embrace 
your digital



Consulting
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Harness business urgency
Need to quickly get to dev/ops, big data or analytics nirvana? Need to modernize, migrate 
or retire applications? Need to choose a cloud model? Want to monetize IoT with real-time 
insights? Dreaming of a day-1 operating model that actually works day-1?

Utilize our expert consultants, our guidance, technical expertise, planning, digital tools, and 
execution. 

Our consultants help you rapidly transform your business or organization by leveraging the 
latest technologies, decreasing costs, reducing risks, and driving innovation in the new digi-
tal economy.

Accelerate technology adoption
Need configuration, installation and integration for new systems? Our deployment experts 
and innovative, digital tools can help. To make your IT investments as productive as possi-
ble, as quickly as possible, you need smart planning, bulletproof data migration, and high 
performance reliability right out of the gate.

We’ve spent over 30 years building a deployment practice to complement your IT team 
so you can deploy your digital technology faster, with less effort and more control. Who’s 
better suited to implementing the latest Dell EMC systems than Dell EMC engineers or our 
approved partners?

“Dell EMC played a significant role as our digital 

transformation partner. Their expertise across 

disciplines—business, IT, agile development,  

program management—helped us shape our 

vision and turn that vision into reality…The  

business results have been exceptional.”

— Bank of Ireland

“…we cut our imaging time by 50 percent, 

thanks to Dell deployment. And having just 

a single PC image to support, combined 

with their endpoint management tools, has 

helped reduce our help-desk tickets by 80 

percent.”

— Birmingham-Southern College

 Question #1: How will IT enable our business objective?
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Deployment
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Maximize productivity
Our revolutionary support is powered by personalized, proactive and predictive capabili-
ties, an elite team of experts, and a global infrastructure. We help optimize your IT invest-
ments—from the edge to the core to the cloud—the smart way. 

With our advanced digital tools and technologies, you can rest easy, knowing your support 
model is tailored to your exact needs. You’ll get the visibility and insights to work smarter 
and can address small issues before they become a crisis. 

The Dell EMC Services approach to support maximizes uptime, prevents issues, accelerates 
repairs, and reduces parts shipments. That’s not just good for IT and end-users, but for 
your business bottom line and for the environment.

Gain efficiencies
Consider maximizing the value of your technology investments while optimizing IT opera-
tions with managed services. 

We take a holistic cloud management approach to operational automation and delivery, 
application transformation, and infrastructure modernization, allowing you to focus on 
your business while our IT experts focus on your technology investments. 
 
With an emphasis on business outcomes and continuous improvement of global service 
quality, Virtustream offers a consistent customer experience at every layer of delivery, 
and our expert advisors create value through guaranteed service levels, pricing and re-
source allocation.

“With Dell ProSupport Plus, I have one person to contact: my 

Technical Account Manager. I save a lot of time and can focus 

on on-going and new IT projects. Our systems are more reliable 

overall because our Technical Account Manager collaborates 

proactively.”

— Makita Germany

“We selected Virtustream  

because of its demonstrated 

track record working with other 

global enterprise organizations, 

as well as its deep SAP  

expertise.” 

— Sabre  Q
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Develop your talent
Develop and retain valuable IT talent to lead your transformation into the digital enterprise 
of the future. 

For IT professionals and the entire organization, our education experts and learning experi-
ences enable you to maximize return on your investment in technology and learning. 

Not everybody learns the same way, or at the same pace. Some prefer a classroom envi-
ronment, others do well with self-paced methods that are easier on their time and budget. 
Dell EMC Education has a highly “blended” approach to learning, offering several training 
modalities.

Learn from extreme IT users
We call it IT Proven: the belief that a solution working for an extreme user will work for 
most others. 

With 19 data centers, 65,000 physical servers, 44,000 virtual machines and 140,000 PCs 
and tablets, Dell IT is definitely an extreme user and happy to share their story—a story, 
that includes all the challenges a digital transformation can present. 

IT Proven enables you to leverage Dell IT’s first-hand experience to accelerate your own 
IT transformation journey. For example, find out how Dell is modernizing its data centers 
through cloud computing to deliver IT as a Service (ITaaS).

Services are the enabler for your transformations, whether digital, IT, workforce or security.

“…the Cloud Architect certifica-

tion was the perfect way to get 

some additional knowledge and 

bring some industry validation…” 

— Pomeroy IT Solutions

“IT Proven has been  

legendary at EMC. Thanks for 

bringing it to Dell and sharing 

our IT Transformation story 

with customers.”

— Michael Dell

 These are the universal drivers for engaging outside IT services...for accelerating your progress.

eDuCation
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Dell EMC Services
Digital transformation: Big data, IoT strategy, and analytics • Data science and engineering • Application modernization  
• Cloud-native platform deployment • Dev-ops. IT transformation: Multi-cloud strategy and implementation  
• IT operating model • Data center modernization • Application profiling and migration • Business resiliency. Workforce 
transformation: End user computing • Messaging • Conferencing and collaboration • Digital workplace.

Project management • Site readiness review • Implementation planning • Self-service tools for control, visibility and  
management • Configuration • Imaging • Asset tracking • Installation • Packaging disposal • Integration • Data migration  
• Project documentation and knowledge transfer • Post-deployment support • Training credits for Dell Education Services  
• Dell EMC technical experts (residents) • Asset resale and recycling • Lease return • Data wipe •  Logistics – packaging, 
warehousing, transportation.

24x7x365 access to engineers • Next business day or mission critical onsite support • Software support • Hypervisor,  
Operating Environment Software and OS support • Collaborative 3rd-party assistance • Escalation management • Proactive 
and predictive issue detection • Auto case creation and notification • Online case and dispatch management • Designated 
service account management specialist • Assessments and performance recommendations • Monthly support history and 
contract reporting • Systems maintenance guidance • Accidental damage repair • Retention of hard drive after replacement.

Cloud planning and migration • Data archiving • Backup & long-term retention • Object storage • Federal cloud  
• Cloud management software • Compliance management • Resource management • IaaS • SAP HANA • SAP & HANA 
migration • On-premise SAP management • Application cloud management.

Build and validate expertise in: Hybrid cloud • All-flash storage infrastructure • Data protection • Converged  
infrastructure • Software-defined data center • Big data analytics and scale-out • Networking and servers • End-user 
computing • Service management • Modern application development • Organizational transformation, and more.

Case studies for: ITaaS • Infrastructure transformation • Standardization • Virtualization • Hybrid cloud • Simplifying  
architecture • Speed vs customization • Process change • Operating model transformation • Service catalogs  
• Application transformation • PaaS • Analytics • Big data.

Managed  
services

Education

IT Proven

Support

Deployment

Consulting



Where would you like to 
start? 
Ask your Dell EMC Account  
Executive about the right services 
for your transformation or visit  
www.DellEMC.com/Services

1 IDC FutureScape: Worldwide IT Industry 2016 Predictions — Leading Digital Transformation to Scale, Nov 2015   Doc # 259850   IDC FutureScape, By: Frank Gens, IDC Worldwide IT 
Industry 2016 Predictions Team.
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